I. INTRODUCTION

F
LASH radiography of large hydrodynamic experiments driven by high explosives is a well-known diagnostic technique in use at many laboratories. At Los Alamos, the Dual-Axis Radiography for Hydrodynamic Testing (DARHT) facility produces multiple flash radiographs from different directions of hydrodynamic experiments. Two linear induction accelerators (LIAs) make the bremsstrahlung radiographic source spots for orthogonal views of each test. The 2-kA, 20-MeV Axis-I LIA creates a single 60-ns radiography pulse. The 1.7-kA, 16.5-MeV Axis-II creates multiple radiography pulses by kicking them out of a longer pulse from the LIA that has a 1.6-μs flattop (Fig. 1) . The Axis-II injector, LIA, kicker, and downstream transport (DST) to the bremsstrahlung converter are described in [1] - [5] .
The DARHT Axis-II injector and LIA use solenoids for focusing the beam and dipole pairs for steering. Each cell incorporates a solenoid and a colocated pair of dipoles. Including all magnets in between blocks of cells, in the diode anode region, and elsewhere, there are 91 solenoids and 80 pairs of dipoles. These magnets must be adjusted to produce a well-centered and matched beam, with negligible motion from instabilities or other effects, and minimal emittance growth in the LIA. Adjusting the magnetic focusing and steering magnets to optimize the electron-beam transport through an LIA is often called "tuning." Thus, a total of 251 individual magnets must be set to tune the Axis-II injector and LIA.
Tuning the Axis-II injector and LIA is done in two stages. First, the solenoidal focusing magnets are set to values designed to provide a beam with minimal envelope oscillations, and little or no beam-breakup (BBU) instability growth. Then, steering elements are adjusted to minimize the lowfrequency motion of the beam centroid and center it at the LIA exit.
In solenoidal transport, a smoothly varying beam size can be found for which radial forces balance, and the beam is said to be "matched" to the focusing field. A "mismatched" beam exhibits unwanted oscillations in size, which are a source of free energy that contributes to emittance growth. Such oscillations are highly undesirable, because in the absence of beam-target effects, the radiographic spot size is proportional to the emittance.Therefore, our focusing tunes pay particular attention to matching the beam to minimize envelope oscillations, while simultaneously minimizing motion of the beam centroid. A typical tune is shown in Fig. 2 , which illustrates the use of the first block of cells downstream of the apertures to match the beam to the high magnetic fields in the main LIA, and subsequent transport of the well-matched beam.
As seen in Fig. 2 , the beam tube is substantially larger than the beam during the pulse flat top. The large tube sizes 0093-3813 © 2013 IEEE were chosen to reduce risk from beam spill onto accelerating gaps, and mitigation of the resistive wall instability, which is dangerous for long-pulse accelerators. During the long risetime (at low energy), the beam envelope has large oscillations. Beam spill into the accelerating gaps during the risetime is prevented by the use of the large beam tubes. Moreover, the use of large tubes mitigates the resistive wall instability, which has a growth rate inversely proportional to the cube of the tube size [4] .
High-frequency centroid motion (ns time-scales) would enlarge the effective radiographic source spot through time integrated blurring. A major source of high-frequency motion in LIAs is the BBU instability. Our tunes suppress BBU by using large solenoidal fields [3] . The tune shown in Fig. 2 suppressed the BBU to less than 1% of the beam diameter.
Slow centroid motion (μs time scales) would produce spot to spot displacements. Slow motion in DARHT Axis-II is caused by the pulsed-power variation interacting with dipoles resulting from asymmetric injection and cell misalignment [4] . Since this slow motion is exacerbated by high solenoidal fields, our tunes use only the minimum field strength to suppress BBU to acceptable levels, and no more. Using a few of the steering dipoles with the tune shown in Fig. 2 , we were able to reduce the slow motion to less than 10% of the beam diameter [4] .
Section II covers the general approach to design of focusing solenoid tunes for the DARHT Axis-II injector and LIA. Section III presents some evidence for the validity of the simulations used for design of the focusing tune. In Section IV, we discuss simulations intended to provide insight into the vulnerability of our tunes to the growth of emittance in the LIA. We provide a brief discussion of the methods we use to suppress centroid motion in Section V; details are readily available in [3] and [4] .
II. TUNE DESIGN SIMULATIONS
Designing a focusing tune for DARHT relies heavily on a number of beam dynamics simulation codes. The primary tools are the XTR and LAMDA codes, which solve the second-order differential equations for the beam envelope [6] - [13] . Since these envelope codes are second-order differential equation solvers, they require the envelope radius and divergence at the exit of the diode as initial conditions.
Unlike many other LIAs, we have no direct measurements of the properties of the beam as it exits the diode, because this region is inaccessible due to the massive (6-ton) injector cells. Therefore, we must rely on computer simulations of the diode to provide these initial conditions. Space-charge limited diode simulations were performed in 2-D using the TRICOMP suite of codes [14] - [16] , which include TRAK. The results of the TRAK simulations were substantially in agreement with simulations of the same geometry and applied magnetic fields using the LSP particle-in-cell (PIC) code. Beam parameters obtained from these simulations are used to initialize XTR and LAMDA. The initial conditions, the space-charge limited current, and the normalized emittance were obtained from simulations with anode-cathode (A-K) voltages ranging from 100 kV to 2.8 MV, so that XTR and LAMDA could be used to predict beam behavior during the long, ∼500-ns beam rise time [1] , [2] . Fig. 3 illustrates a TRAK simulation of the DARHT Axis-II diode, showing the equipotentials and the space-charge limited electron beam at maximum current. The initial conditions for XTR and LAMDA determined from TRAK at ∼ 80-cm downstream from the cathode surface, (Z = 100 cm) were r 0 = 8.8 cm and r 0 = 24.7 mr. The normalized emittance at that location was 178 π-mm-mr from the TRAK simulation.Using these initial conditions, a tune was designed with XTR resulting in the predicted beam envelope shown in Fig. 2 .
A code that we use extensively for tuning both DARHT LIAs is the XTR envelope code written by Paul Allison [9] , [10] . XTR solves for the beam envelope radius and its first spatial derivative, the envelope divergence, as functions of position. The initial parameters required by XTR at the beginning of the integration are the beam kinetic energy, the beam current, the beam emittance, and the two initial conditions: radius and divergence. The initial beam kinetic [19] with the XTR envelope code. All three simulations used the same magnetic focusing fields and initial conditions. energy is that acquired by acceleration through the diode AK gap. Also required is a model of the accelerator that includes locations and values for accelerating gaps, locations and energizing currents for focusing solenoids, and beam tube and aperture sizes. Acceleration is calculated from a thin lens model of the potential in the gaps. The solenoidal focusing field in XTR is calculated from solenoid models that have parameters fit to experimental measurements.
We also use the LAMDA envelope code, which has the additional capability of modeling the time-resolved transport of a realistic beam-pulse waveform [11] , [12] . LAMDA does this by subdividing the beam pulse into slices, which are each treated as time-independent, and disconnected, envelopes; a technique that has been shown to agree with very complex experiments [13] . Both XTR and LAMDA have higher order corrections to the simple envelope equations derived in [6] - [8] to account for space-charge potential depression in the beam and the beam diamagnetism. LAMDA and XTR have been extensively compared with each other, and they agree in all cases examined [17] .
III. VALIDATION OF SIMULATIONS
Since the focusing tune is so heavily dependent on simulations we have challenged these in every way practical in order to gain confidence in their results. For example, we have compared the results of the envelope codes with each other [17] , with TRAK, and with PIC codes [17] , [18] . Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the envelope calculated with XTR and compared with the results of PIC code simulations with slice codes based on LSP. Two slice models have been used; Slice "1-D" models a centered beam in cylindrical coordinates, and Slice "2-D" uses Cartesian coordinates to be able to simulate the motion of the beam centroid, and to fully resolve the transverse-phase space [19] .
Although these code comparisons are encouraging, especially considering the physical approximations inherent in the envelope codes, we compare code predictions with experimental data wherever practical. For example, time-resolved beam images obtained after the accelerator exit have agreed with code predictions to well within experimental error for several different configurations of the Axis-II accelerator [2] , [20] , [21] .
We have also compared the diode simulations with experimental data. The long beam risetime provides an opportunity to make comparisons of experimental data with simulations over a broad range of energies. Fig. 5 shows the measured beam current exiting the diode for a recent shot, illustrating the long off-energy risetime and LC oscillations caused by the large inductances and capacitances in the high-voltage feed for the diode. The pulse is terminated by a diverter switch called the "crowbar" (C/B). At the diode exit, the risetime contains all energies up to the diode anode-cathode potential (V AK ). After exiting the diode, the beam is accelerated through six injector cells, having large beam tube radius of 19 cm, and with solenoids set to prevent beam envelope oscillations from exceeding ¾ of the tube size at any energy in the beam risetime. The beam then transitions through a section with apertures that remove some of the beam risetime current, and then it is matched to the field of the main LIA, which has a smaller tube radius of 12.7 cm. These features are shown in Fig. 2 .
One experimental test of the TRAK simulations is to compare the measured diode current and voltage with the simulation results. This comparison is shown in Fig. 6 , which includes all of the data for the pulse shown in Fig. 5 for which the diode AK voltage was greater than 100 kV; thus energies ranging from nonrelativistic to full-relativistic. It includes experimental data from both the slow risetime beam head and the fast C/B-initiated falltime. The agreement between simulation and experiment is within measurement uncertainty over the full range of beam energies.
The envelope simulations of the beam accelerated through the injector cells have also been experimentally validated over a wide range of beam parameters. As described earlier, in lieu of experimental measurements, we rely on TRAK gun-design simulations of the diode to provide the initial conditions for the XTR or LAMDA envelope codes. Diode current-voltage characteristic curve as measured experimentally compared with the curve generated from TRAK simulations. The experimental data cover the entire pulse shown in Fig. 5 for which the AK voltage was greater than 100 kV. Thus, the plot compares data and simulation from nonrelativistic to relativistic energies.
Another way to experimentally confirm this procedure is to measure the current passed through the apertures shown in Fig. 2 during the off-energy beam risetime. During this time, the beam has a continuously varying envelope, some of which is scraped off by the apertures. This causes a time-dependent variation of the transmitted current, and to the extent that the envelope calculation using TRAK-derived initial conditions agrees with the experimental data, we can validate this approach. Fig. 7 shows such a comparison between the LAMDA envelope simulation of apertured current and the current measured just downstream of the apertures. The agreement between the theory and experiment seen in the figure lends confidence in using TRAK to establish initial conditions for the envelope codes. The agreement also demonstrates the envelope codes' ability to accurately predict the size of an obviously nonparaxial beam between the diode exit and the apertures (see Fig. 2 ).
Finally, whenever we have had an opportunity to image the beam at the exit of any of the many versions of the DARHT Axis-II accelerator, the size of the beam has agreed with XTR envelope code simulations to within experimental uncertainty [2] , [20] , [21] .
IV. EMITTANCE GROWTH
We used the PIC slice codes based on LSP to investigate the vulnerability of our tunes to emittance growth. One of the requirements of our tunes is that they produce a matched beam with little or no envelope oscillations during the flat top. A badly mismatched beam exhibits large envelope oscillations, sometimes called a "sausage," "m = 0," or "breathing" mode. The free energy in these oscillations feeds the growth of emittance [22] . The detailed mechanism of this contribution to emittance growth is parametric amplification of electron orbits that resonate with the envelope oscillation, expelling those electrons from the beam core into a halo [23] , [24] .
Another well-known contributor to emittance growth in solenoidal focusing systems is cumulative spherical aberration Fig. 7 . Current transmitted through the apertures shown in Fig. 2 . Compare with diode current in Fig. 5 to see how off-energy beam in risetime is scraped off by the apertures. Red line: the shorter pulse is data from shot 7008 from the first BPM beyond the apertures. Black line: the longer pulse is the result of a LAMDA simulation. The LAMDA simulation used time varying initial conditions derived from TRAK simulations of the diode at AK voltages ranging from 100 kV to 2.8 MV. [22], [25] , which also over-focuses the edge of the beam, producing hollow beam profiles [26] . However, even though the cumulative spherical aberration is large in our LIA, and the resulting edge focusing is evident in PIC simulations, the resulting emittance growth is small because the beam is rapidly focused to a size much smaller than the bore of the solenoids. Essentially all of the emittance growth observed in our PIC code simulations appears to come from the parametric amplification of orbits by envelope oscillations, so the design of our tunes emphasizes transport of a well-matched beam.
Emittance growth was calculated using LSP PIC code simulations that model a slice of the beam as it transports through the accelerator. There was no growth in the main accelerator for a matched beam, even though there is appreciable cumulative spherical aberration in the LIA. The only growth from the initial diode emittance was ∼10% increase in the injector cells, where the beam is large (Fig. 2) . These simulations produced considerable emittance growth when the beam was highly mismatched (Fig. 8) . This was accompanied by damping of the envelope oscillations as the oscillation energy was randomized. That the emittance growth is due to parametric amplification of resonant orbits producing a halo is confirmed through examination of the evolution of configuration and phase space snapshots of the beam slice as it transports through the LIA (Fig. 9) . Finally, no emittance growth resulted from a matched beam that was initially offset by as much as 1 cm. The ensuing helical motion through the solenoidal guide field did not appear to contribute to emittance growth, at least in these PIC code simulations.
Fortunately, our tunes are somewhat resilient to this emittance growth mechanism. The first few solenoids in the main LIA (Fig. 2) can be used to significantly reduce the oscillations and emittance growth from an initial mismatch. Moreover, mismatched beams with relative oscillation amplitudes ( A ≡ R/R) as large as 50% caused less than ∼ 8% emittance growth, as shown in Fig. 10 . However, as evidenced by Fig. 10 , these simulations clearly show that larger envelope oscillation amplitudes cause noteworthy emittance growth.
V. TUNING OUT BEAM MOTION
Beam motion in the accelerator would be anathema for multipulse flash radiography. High-frequency motion, such as from BBU instability, would blur the individual spots. Lowfrequency motion, such as that produced by pulsed power variation, would produce spot to spot differences.
High-frequency beam motion, with period less than the kicked pulsewidth, would increase the radiographic source spot size by integrating the position over the pulsewidth. The major source of high-frequency motion in our LIA is the BBU instability. BBU results from beam coupling of accelerating-cell TM 1n0 modes. Since the Axis-II cells have TM mode resonances higher than 100 MHz, large-amplitude BBU instability would blur the spots of our many-ns radiographic pulses. Therefore, we have taken precautions to suppress this instability both through the design and construction of the cells and through the tuning of the accelerator focusing fields. Reference [3] details our extensive experiments to validate BBU theory on this LIA, and [4] describes recent results; the BBU peak-to-peak amplitude at the LIA exit is suppressed by the high solenoidal focusing field to less than 0.1 mm, as shown in Fig. 11 .
Low-frequency beam motion, with a period greater than the kicked pulse FWHM, would result in displacement of the centers of successive radiographic source spots. Each pulse has enough energy density to erode the converter target, so displacement of early pulses in a sequence could lead to azimuthally asymmetric target material and distorted spots for the later pulses. Uncorrected beam motion at the exit of the Axis-II LIA was substantial, and would have caused the radiographic source spots to meander by more than their size. The sources of this motion are asymmetric injection from the diode into the solenoidal focusing field, solenoid misalignment in the LIA, and small temporal variation in accelerating potentials. We use the steering dipoles to suppress Fig. 11 . BBU amplitude at the exit of the LIA is less than ∼0.1 mm peakto-peak, which is less than ∼2% of the beam envelope radius predicted by XTR.
this motion at the LIA exit to less than 1 mm over the fourpulse radiographic format; the methods we use to do this are detailed in [4] . Fig. 12 shows the position of the beam centroid at the LIA exit at the times of the four radiographs of a recent experiment. The dashed circle in the figure depicts the beam envelope predicted by XTR for reference.
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